INSIDER COLLECTION
WELCOME
TO THE AL AHSA
INSIDER COLLECTION
Truly memorable meetings and events with authentic local flavour –
that is the inspiration behind the InterContinental Insider Collection.
Our network of hotels and resorts is global; our knowledge and
expertise local, giving planners guaranteed choice, range and depth to
add to any meeting or conference. Each hotel offers its own bespoke
selection of services which are firmly rooted in their location and are
responsibly guided by our partnership with National Geographic’s
Center for Sustainable Destinations.
The options are limitless, the local knowledge rich, the service
professional and faultless, the delegate experience enriching and
rewarding every time.

Sample for yourself some of our wonderful Al Ahsa experiences.
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INSIDER COLLECTION

INSIDER LOCATIONS
Choose an InterContinental venue for your event and a world of possibilities opens up. As locals, your hotel team
hold the key to a side of your locality tourists never see. What and who they know gives you an exclusive mix of
authentic venues and experiences to play with.

INSIDER SPEAKERS
Bring your event to life with an inspirational speaker – someone who can really strike a chord with your delegates
and enrich their experience beyond measure. Fascinating and engaging, motivating Insider Speakers range from
celebrities and cultural experts to sporting heroes. Whatever their passion, they all have a local connection and
you will discover that their unique insights and local know-how make your event one to remember.
INSIDER COMMUNITY
There’s nothing quite like immersing yourself in the community to gain an added depth and understanding to your
experience in a new destination. Insider Community has been designed to benefit local people and create truly
memorable and meaningful experiences for your delegates too.
INSIDER INTERACTIONS
This team-building experience will help your delegates connect with each other as never before. Using the unique
character, heritage or geography of your destination to inspire interaction, each experience, whether based on or
off-site offers an original way to engage delegates and motivate them to build effective working relationships.
INSIDER BREAKS
With Insider Collection even your breaks are fulfilling experiences. From serving up a delicious lunch of provincial
dishes for a taste of regional cuisine to spending some quality time with your Concierge team to get their best
insider tips, a few minutes out of your busy schedule becomes a whole experience in itself.
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ENRICHING EXPERIENCES
FOR OUR GUESTS AND
OUR ENVIRONMENT
We believe that a responsible meeting is not only what you experience in the
meeting room but also knowing that your hotel respects the destination around it.
We’re proud to partner the leaders in geotourism, the National Geographic
Center for Sustainable Destinations. Our ambition is that guests enjoy enriching
experiences that reveal what makes a place truly special – its heritage, culture and
tradition – and the importance of protecting it.
At InterContinental we use a holistic approach to being a responsible business:
to work from the grass roots up, recognising each individual hotel team as the
experts best placed to use their local knowledge for developing community and
environmental initiatives that meet the specific needs of the destination.
This Insider Collection gives delegates access to some of these unique Experiences,
and for those meetings that stay in the meeting room, you can be assured our
hotel is working behind the scenes to protect what is special about the place for
fellow travellers.

Contact us for pricing specific to your group.
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I N S I D E R L O C AT I O N S

A WALK DOWN MEMORY LANE IN THE
WALLED CITY OF AL KOUT
Experience being a Hasawi and understand Al Ahsa’s
mixed culture with traces of influences from Ottoman
Turkish Empire to the first Saudi State. Delegates will be
taken to an excursion to the earliest settlement in Al Ahsa,
the walled city of Al Kout.
Ancient palaces and castles were built in Al Ahsa which is
proof of the great historical location of the province. The
most notable one is the Qaser Ibrahim. The castle is
located in the northeastern part of the city of Al Kout, one of
the oldest neighborhoods in the area.
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I N S I D E R L O C AT I O N S

WANDER TO UQAIR
After days of corporate meetings and successful
presentations, that calls for a celebration. Have a
magnificent background setting as you wrap up your event
to a coastal visit in Al Uqair.
Was once the main trading seaport of Al Ahsa and the inner
regions of Arabia, now it boasts its different history traces
from the Customs building, Port dock, castle to Emirate
place and the old masjid are among those places.

Contact us for pricing specific to your group.
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INSIDER SPEAKERS

THE WAY TO A JOURNEY OF DISCOVERY

A certified tour guide, Eng. Abdullah Bin Saleh puts a lot of
effort in putting Al Ahsa in domestic and international travel
map. He organises enriching tourism programs to escort
tourist for sightseeing, cultural Hofuf historical sights, Gara
caves, Asfar Lake, Uqair old port, resorts and other
attraction in Al-Ahsa.

Contact us for pricing specific to your group.
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INSIDER COMMUNITY

MASTER THE ORIGINAL HASAWI
CRAFT OF DOUGHA (THE POTTERY)
We invite your delegates to a great experience to visit the
original remaining potter and discover the centuries-old
craft of Al Ahsa – Dougha Gharash (The Pottery) near Al
Gara mountain.

On the day, attendees can try making their own pottery with
the supervision of the well-trained son from the original
potter family who inherited the profession from former
fathers tens of years ago.
The process of making pottery has several stages that is
started by getting the clay from special places called
‘Sources’. These places have the natural ability to produce
different amounts of clay every now and then.
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INSIDER COMMUNITY

HASAWI TREASURES: TRADITIONAL
LOCAL PRODUCTS
Let your team camaraderie last longer with a social gathering, a
themed dinner that will let you discover the real treasure of Al
Asha – its handicrafts. Prior to the event, a visit to the famous
Souq Al Qasiriyah for the hasawi attire. At the Bisht workshop,
they can style and design their own Bisht that they’ll use for the
event. A stop at the blacksmith’s workshop for a ‘Kanjar’
souvenir will complete the get up. For ladies, we’ll head to the
local women’s craft centre where they can do an embroidery of
your own abaya or try weaving their own placemats and fruit
platters that’ll be used for the dinner setup.

Contact us for pricing specific to your group.
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INSIDER INTERACTIONS

A DATE WITH THE DATES
From the classical Arabic ‘Ahsa’ that translates to ‘the
sound of water underground’, Al Ahsa has one of the
largest oases boasting over 30 million Palm trees known
produce 400 varieties of dates fruit.

Delegates will get to experience dates picking activity on
one of the private farms. From there they will have a
chance to choose a basket of freshly picked dates and will
take it to one of the biggest dates factories in Al Ahsa for
processing, turning it into several finished products
depending on your liking (i.e. dates chocolates, dates
syrup, dates vinegar and much more).
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INSIDER INTERACTIONS

HASAWI RICE: FROM FARMING TO
DINING
Hasawi rice dominates most of the dining table in Al Ahsa
as this particular variety grows only here. Delegates get to
personally experience planting or watch local farmers grow
the famous Hasawi rice. After hours of planting experience,
you will taste the fruits of your labour as our Hasawi chef
and the rest of his culinary team sets and prepares a postsunset dining right directly in the fields. They’ll have a live
cooking demonstration of authentic Hasawi cooking whilst
you wait for your dinner to be served.

Contact us for pricing specific to your group.
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INSIDER BREAKS

THE TRADITION OF FOOD & FLAVOURS
OF AL AHSA
Al Ahsa is abundant with natural food resources, factors
that made its kitchen diverse and rich. Our culinary team
has prepared a local food culture experience of authentic
Hasawi delicacies.
• Lokaymat - crunchy sweet dumpling
• Mara’si Tanour - flattened dough pasted inside the
Tannour with a flap
• Hasawi kebbah - round crocket that filled with minced
beef or lamb
• Kolija - lamb liver cooked with Arabic traditional spices
• Aquili bread - traditional hasawi bread
• Classic Arabic coffee
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INSIDER BREAKS

BE A LOCAL, EAT LIKE A LOCAL
Our “Eat Like a Local” offers your delegates a memorable
themed dinner that let you discover and experience the rich
flavours of Al Ahsa cuisine.

Our local lady chefs has prepared a social gathering menu
that includes:
• Green Hasawi salad - made of local vegetables and
spices
• Balila Salad -Hassawi bean salad
• Harees - boiled, cracked wheat mixed with meat
• Hasawi rice - red rice originally grown in Al Ahsa
• Balaleet - traditional Hasawi vermicelli
• Sago - Hasawi sago porridge
Contact us for pricing specific to your group.
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INSIDER COLLECTION

THANK YOU
Contact us to learn more about the Al ahsa Insider Collection
and how we can help you create a truly memorable experience
with authentic local flavour.
Whichever Insider Collection experience is right for you, you
can be assured that it reflects the best principles of Responsible
Business, a commitment demonstrated by our partnership with
the National Geographic Center for Sustainable Destinations.

Email address: alahsa@ihg.com
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